This paper deals with the derivation of analytical formulae to estimate the effective capacity at freeway merges in a multilane context. It extends two previous papers that are based on the same modeling framework but that are restricted to a single lane on the freeway (or to the analysis of the right lane only). The analytical expression for the one-lane capacity is recursively applied for all lanes. Lane-changing maneuvers (mandatory for the on-ramp vehicles and discretionary for others) are partitioned into two non-overlapping local merging areas. Discretionary lane-changes are transformed into a lane-changing flow using an appropriate analytical formula. This defines a system of equations whose unknowns are the capacity on all lanes and the inserting flow coming from the on-ramp. A sensitivity analysis shows that vehicle acceleration and the truck ratio are the most influential parameters for the total capacity. The analytical formulae are proven to match with numerical results from a traffic simulator that fully describes vehicle dynamics. Finally, they provide very good estimates when compared to experimental data for an active merge on the M6 freeway in UK. 
Introduction
Two key figures to describe merges on freeway are the merge ratio and the effective capacity. The merge ratio represents how the incoming flows share the downstream effective capacity in congestion (1)- (3) . Experimental evidences for lots of different locations demonstrate that this ratio is fixed whatever the downstream flow value is (3)- (6) . The effective capacity corresponds to the maximum flow that can be observed downstream of congested merges. It is observed when downstream traffic conditions are free-flow and so the merge acts as an active bottleneck. Effective capacity is also referred in some papers, e.g. (7)- (8) , as the queue discharge rate because the congestion head is located close to the merge. Experimental findings show that the effective capacity is classically below the maximal observed flow in free-flow with a magnitude between 10 to 30%, e.g. (8)- (16) . Several physical explanations have been proposed in the literature to explain such a capacity drop: merging vehicles that insert at lower speeds and need times to accelerate, e.g. (17)- (20) , impacts of different driver behaviors or car characteristics, e.g. (5), (7), (21) , (22) , lane changes and the global acceleration process that happens downstream of the merge, e.g. (23)- (25) . Most of these explanations involve acceleration patterns with slower vehicles that create local voids in front of them that temporally reduce the flow.
Except for direct experimental observations, the most common way to determine the effective merge capacity is to use a traffic model able to reproduce the underlying physical mechanisms, e.g. (15)- (20) . This requires running a simulation for every new set of parameters and is not really convenient when looking for a first and quick approximation of how a merge behaves. To the authors knowledge, (26) is the first to propose a different approach based on analytical considerations. The main source of the capacity drop is supposed to be the inserting vehicles. These vehicles are considering to act as moving bottlenecks (27) , (28) with a bounded acceleration while mainstream vehicles are reproduced by the kinematic wave theory (29) , (30) with a triangular fundamental diagram. (26) provides an implicit analytical expression that defines the effective capacity of a congested merge with respect to the fundamental diagram parameters, the value of the acceleration, the merge ratio and the length of the on-ramp. This first attempt has three main shortcomings. First, the application of the kinematic wave theory was over-simplified and does not consider the interactions between downstream congestion waves and voids that appear in front of inserting vehicles (moving bottlenecks). Second, vehicles characteristics and especially their acceleration rate and their size (jam density) are supposed homogeneous. Third, the analytical derivations are only provided for one-lane freeway. Extensions to multilane cases are discussed in (26) but the authors were only able to define very simple method that provides large bounds and not a direct value for the total effective capacity.
Recently, (31) proposes new analytical investigations in line with the previous framework. This permits to eliminate the two first shortcomings. First, the interactions between waves and voids were properly handled and integrate in a refined implicit analytical expression. It appears that the capacity value increases by 15 to 20% when such interactions are considered for the same parameter settings. This is because waves are delayed by voids, which increases the available capacity. Second, heterogeneous vehicles characteristics have been introduced. Now, acceleration rate for inserting vehicles can be distributed as so the jam density to distinguish the effects of cars and trucks. The main conclusion for this second extension is that considering the distribution of these parameters has little impacts on the mean effective capacity as long as the mean value of each parameter is properly estimated.
The current paper entirely focuses on the last shortcoming, i.e. the multilane extension. This implies to consider not only mandatory lane changes that correspond to inserting vehicles but also discretionary lane changes that correspond to vehicles that want to avoid the inserting area. A global framework is proposed to determine the effective capacity for all freeway lanes while accounting for both these phenomenon. This leads to an implicit and well-defined system of equations whose solutions provide the local capacity on all lanes and the inserting flow when the merge is an active bottleneck. The global analytical model will be compared to outputs from a classical traffic simulator and to experimental data to demonstrate its performance. This paper is organized as follow: section 1 presents the global modeling framework. Section 2 focuses on numerical investigations with both a sensitivity analysis and a comparison with simulation outputs. Section 3 provides a first experimental validation on the same experimental site as in (26) . This notably shows that the new framework leads to analytical estimates that are very close to observations while the original works only provides very large bounds. Section 4 presents a brief conclusion.
The modeling framework
In this section, we present the modeling framework for a two-lane freeway. Extension to higher lane numbers can be obtained in a recursive manner as presented in section 3 for a three-lane freeway. (17) derives from experimental observations a complete description of the physical mechanisms that can be observed at a congested freeway merge. First, inserting vehicles that realize mandatory lane changes tend to reduce the average speed on the right lane when they become too numerous, see area 1 in Fig. 1a . This is the primary cause for the capacity drop. Then, vehicles from the freeway try to avoid the speed reduction on the right lane by moving to the left lane, see area 2 in Fig. 1a . Such discretionary lane changes start happening at lower speed when the congestion is well established on the right lane. Thus, the capacity reduction spreads over the other lane because of the lane-changing process. At the end, all the lanes experiment congested traffic states and the exit flow from the bottleneck corresponds to the effective capacity. Discretionary lane changes can also be observed downstream of the inserting area but they are not numerous and do not really influence the capacity value, see area 3 in Fig1. a. To derive analytical formulation of the effective capacity of a multilane merge, we have to simplify the physical process. In particular, we need to partition the different lane-changing maneuvers into several non-overlapping spatial areas. Otherwise, it would be too difficult to analytically resort to the conservation principle per lane because lateral flows would be observed on both lane sides. Fortunately, such a spatial partitioning is consistent with the physical mechanisms describe in (17) . Here, we assume that the discretionary lane changes from lane 1 to lane 2 happen first in an area located just upstream of the on-ramp, i.e. the blue area in Fig. 1b 
Partitioning a multilane merge in different local merges
This formal representation neglects the discretionary lane-changing that can be observed downstream of the on-ramp, see area 3 in Fig. 1a . As previously mentioned, such lane changes are not numerous compared to those that occur in area 1 and 2. Furthermore, their contribution to the capacity drop is low because most of the flow obstructions appear upstream of the on-ramp. This means that lane changes in area 3 benefit from voids created upstream. So we claim that this hypothesis has limited impacts on the calculation of the effective capacity for all lanes. This will be supported by the results of the experimental investigations in section 3.
Finally, we can notice that merge 1 corresponds to the usual merging process that can be represented by the well-known Daganzo's merge model (2) . Let denote l the local merge ratio between the onramp and lane 1.
Here, the definition for the merge ratio l is not classical because the denominator does not correspond to total inflow for all freeway lanes as presented in (2) and (3). We denote the global merge ratio g when the total inflow is used as the denominator. Interestingly, g can simply be deduced in our modeling framework from all the system variables (flow values), i.e. g=q0/(q1+C2), see Fig 1b. It would have been possible to directly use the global merge ratio g to define our system of equations but we decided to set the model parameters at the level of the local merges.
Analytical expression of the effective capacity for a given inserting flow
The previous decomposition of a multilane merge into two non-overlapping local merges greatly simplify the analytical investigations. Each merge has only one targeted lane for the insertions. The analytical expressions for the effective capacity C1 and C2 with respect to the related inserting flows q0 and q12 can then directly be derived from the analytical formulae provided in (26) and (31) . It is out-ofthe-scope of this paper to explain how these formulae can be derived. We will only recall the main hypothesis and provide the formulation when vehicle characteristics are homogeneous. The readers are particularly referred to (31) and (34) for details and extension to the heterogeneous case. (27), (28) on the targeted lane with initial speed v0 and bounded acceleration a. Platoons of vehicles upstream of each moving bottleneck are described by the kinematic wave theory (29), (30) and a triangular fundamental diagram with wave speed w and jam density . Free-flow speed has no influence because we only focus on congested traffic states.
Each inserting vehicles generate a traffic wave that propagate backward at speed w until it reaches the origin of the on-ramp, i.e. x=0. Such wave can reach x=0 without perturbations, e.g. vehicle 1 in Fig. 2 , but can also meet a void downstream of an accelerating vehicle, e.g. the wave from vehicle 2 meets the void created by vehicle 3 in Fig. 2 . In that latter case, the wave is delayed until the void disappears and arrives latter at x=0. The mean capacity value can be calculated at any location because the flow is conservative. At x=0, it appears that the flow evolution is composed with repetitive patterns that start again every time a wave crosses x=0. The tenets of the variational theory (33) make it possible to derive the long-term mean capacity value C1 by separately calculating the mean flow values for each pattern:
pint is the probability for a wave created by a vehicle to meet a void before reaching x=0. Its analytical expression is provided by Eq.(6) and Eq. (7) in (31) . (31) also provides extended formulation to consider heterogeneous vehicle characteristics. This notably permits to distribute vehicle behaviors and more particularly to distinguish cars and trucks with different mean jam density (c and t) and mean acceleration capabilities (ac and at). In that case, the fraction of trucks is denoted p.
Finally, it appears that C1 and C2 can be respectively expressed as a function of q0 and q12. The initial speeds v0 and v1 for the inserting vehicles at merges 1 and 2 respectively are derived from the flow value observed on the origin lane using the fundamental diagram. Thus, Eq. (1) can be refined and combined with Eq.(2) to obtain:
Eq. (4) The system defined by Eq.(4) has four unknowns, i.e. q0, q12, q1 and q2 but only three equations. Note that if we apply the general expressions provided in (31) 
Eq. (5) where ki and kj are respectively the densities on the origin and the targeted lanes, vi and vj the speeds on the origin and the targeted lanes,  the demand function, i.e (k)=min(uk,uw/(w+)),  the supply function, i.e.  (k)=min(uw/(w+),w(-k)), u the free-flow speed and  a parameter that represents the duration of a lane-changing maneuver.
Here, we focus on situations where both lanes 1 and 2 are congested. Both demand functions then reduce to the maximal capacity. The supply on lane 2 can be approximated by the outflow, i.e. C2. Thus, Eq.(5) becomes:
Eq. (6) Finally, the lane-changing flow q12 can be determined by integrating  over the spatial extend of merge 2. It comes that:
Eq. (7) The speed v2 can be derived from the flow on lane 2 using the fundamental diagram. At the end, we succeed to define a system of 4 equations and 4 unknowns for a merge with two-lane on the freeway and one-lane on the on-ramp, see Eq.(8). The numerical solutions can be easily computed using a classical solver like in (26) or (35) . Note that the total effective capacity C is equal to C1+C2 but also to q0+q1+q12+q2.
Eq. (8)
Numerical investigations
In this section, we are first going to perform a sensitivity analysis to identify the most influential parameters on the effective capacities per lanes and the total effective capacity. Then, the analytical model will be compared with numerical results provided by a microscopic traffic simulator. Such a simulator provides a refined description of lane-changing maneuvers and the related traffic dynamics. This will permit to test the relevance of the analytical model as a first approximation for the effective capacity values.
Sensitivity analysis
We first define a reference scenario for the two-lane freeway with the following parameters: L=150 m, LDLC=100 m, l=1, =1. Fig. 3 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the first seven parameters. In all cases, C1 appears to be lower than C2. This corresponds to our expectation because the capacity restriction related to low-speed vehicle insertions is supposed to be maximal close to the on-ramp. Fig. 3a shows that the length of the on-ramp influences the effective capacity on lane 1 only when L is below 150 m. C1 reduces from 0.39 veh/s to 0.35 veh/s (-10%) when L is cut from 150 m to 50 m. L has no influence on C2. This is not surprising considering the modeling framework we propose because inserting vehicles from the on-ramp are not allowed to change lane again. On the contrary, the length of the discretionary lane-changing area only influences C2, see Fig. 3b . The variations are quite small with no more than 6% between the lowest C2 value when LDLC=80 m and the highest C2 value when LDLC=300 m. C2 is slightly increasing when LDLC is increasing. This should result of the combination of two effects: the lane-changing flow should increase because more space is available for the lane-changing maneuvers but the initial speed should be higher which limits the impact of inserting vehicles on lane 2. Fig. 3c confirms an important result already highlighted in (26) : the local merge ratio has almost no influence on C1. Higher merge ratio means higher inserting flow and so higher speed on the on-ramp while lower merge ratio means lower inserting flow but also lower speed. In the latter case, few insertions are observed but they individually create stronger capacity reduction. This is remarkable that both effects compensate when the local merge ratio changes. Here, we can go further in the analysis by studying the effect on lane 2. It comes that C2 is higher for lowest l values. C2 varies from 0.47 veh/s to 0.43 veh/s when l increases from 0.5 to 1.5. Lower l values mean lower inserting flow and higher flow upstream of the on-ramp on lane 1. Thus, the initial speed for discretionary lane changes is higher, which should reduce the influence of lane-changing maneuvers on lane 2. . The acceleration has been proven in (26) and (31) to be the most influential parameter for the effective capacity. This is confirmed here in a multilane context. Fig. 3e shows the influence of the truck acceleration. This influence looks limited but this is because the truck fraction is low, only 15 %. Thus, few trucks change lanes on average. Fig. 3f shows the influence of truck fraction. As expected, the effective capacities on both lanes are very sensitive to this parameter.
Comparison with a multilane traffic simulator
The multilane analytical model entails an aggregate description of the lane-changing impacts. Furthermore, it neglects the relaxation effect that usually happens after vehicle insertion on the target lane (32) , (36) . Vehicles tend to accept shorter gap than the equilibrium (safe) one when changing lane and then progressively adapt their spacing with their leader. To test the relevance of the analytical formulae, it is interesting to compare the effective capacity per lane with the results provided by numerical simulations. Here, we use a microscopic traffic simulation based on Newell's model (37) . This model is fully consistent with the kinematic wave theory when the fundamental diagram is triangular (33) . Discretionary lane-changing rules correspond to the discrete formulation of the continuum model defined by Eq. (5), see (32) for details. A relaxation process is included after vehicle insertion. A constant speed difference equal to ε is maintained between a follower and its leader until reaching the equilibrium spacing, defined by the fundamental diagram, see also (32) (2) and (2). In practice, the inserting rate is set to maintain on average a fixe local merge ratio between the on-ramp and the right lane. To ensure consistency between the numerical and the analytical results, discretionary lane changes are not allowed downstream of the on-ramp. We perform additional tests that relax this assumption in the numerical simulator and found little differences for the effective capacity values. . The relaxation parameter is set to a classical value (32), i.e. ε=1.62 m.s -1 . Red plots correspond to the effective capacity for lane 1 while blue plots are related to lane 2. Fig. 4a tests different values for , the parameter related to the discretionary lane-changing process. . Some discrepancies appear for very low or very high acceleration rate. A possible explanation is that the relaxation process induced lower speeds for followers that locally reinforce the capacity restrictions compared to the strict application of the moving bottleneck theory. Another possible explanation is that insertions in simulation are not necessarily uniformly distributed in space and time. The blue and red bands in Fig. 4b . This confirm our intuition because for low acceleration values, reducing the speed difference between inserting vehicles and their leaders lead to effective capacity values closer to the analytical estimation. A noticeable result is that whatever the acceleration value is the analytical estimation always falls within the band than corresponds to feasible ε values. Same result is observed in Fig. 4a .
We chose a traffic simulation with behavioral rules that are close to the behavioral assumptions of the analytical model because our purpose was to test if the local vehicle interactions resulting from traffic dynamics are well enough reproduced by the analytical model compared to a situation where all interactions are directly and properly considered. This test appears conclusive. We didn't try to compare the analytical model with a more complex traffic simulation and notably commercial one because to our best knowledge none has been proved to reproduce accurately the capacity drop phenomenon. For a more global proof, we prefer to resort to experimental observations as shown in the next section.
A first experimental validation
A first experimental validation is performed for a merge located on a southbound three-lane segment of the M6 highway near Manchester, UK (geographical coordinates: 53°25'14.85"N, 2°34'42.18"O). Fig. 5a proposes a sketch of the merge. Note that this is a UK freeway where vehicles drive on the left. A detector (M7072) is located 1600 m downstream of the merge. Two detectors are located just upstream (M7092) and downstream (M7088) of the merge. They provide flow and speed observations per lane every minutes. Inserting flows are calculated based on the difference of the total flow at these two stations with one-minute lag. This lag roughly represents the time that a vehicle needs to travel from M7092 to M7088 in congestion. All data from May 2006 is available. We picked up 6 business days where congestion is observed at the merge during the morning or the peak hours while loop M7072 experiments free-flow conditions. This guarantees that the merge is active (head of the queue). We only focused on heavy congestion where the speeds at M7088 and M7092 are below 50 km/h for all lanes. Finally, we have aggregated 1 min data over 20 min periods because our primary interest is to study the mean effective capacity values per lane. At the end, we have 17 sets of observations for loops M7092 and 7088 corresponding to 20 min of heavy congestion.
To perform the validation, we first need to extend the modeling framework to account for three lanes on the freeway. (7) that describes the flow exchange between lanes 2 and 3 and one similar to Eq.(3) that provides the effective capacity formulation C3 for lane 3. We obtain a well-defined system with 6 equations and 6 unknowns that is solved using a numerical solver. Observations per lanes at M7088 are directly used to determine C1, C2 and C3 values because this loop is just downstream of the merge. To estimate the values of q1, q2 and q3, we start from the upstream observations Q1, Q2, Q3 provided by loop M7092. By assuming that lane-changing maneuvers are only from the left to the right (from lane 1 to 2 or lane 2 to 3) it comes that q3=Q3, q2=Q2-C3+q3, q1=Q1-C2+q2.
The fundamental diagram for this experimental site has been calibrated in (38) and 1=2=3 s. The length of the on-ramp L is 160 m. The lengths of the discretionary lanechanging areas L 1 DLC and L 2 DLC are both set to 100 m. This parameter has been shown to have little impacts on the effective capacities with the sensitivity analysis. Fig. 5c shows the experimental results for q0 vs. q1. Empty circles correspond to the 17 time periods while the red circle is the average over all the periods. This last observation is used to calibrate the local merge ratio, i.e. l=1.39. Fig. 5d presents the experimental results for C2 vs. C3. A noticeable point here is that the experimental distribution is uniform for all congested periods, i.e. C2≈C3. Fig. 5e presents the result for the global validation, i.e. the relation between the on-ramp and the total upstream flows. It appears that the analytical model (green cross in Fig. 5e ) provides a very close estimation of the total capacity, i.e. 5305 veh/h (-1.4%) compared to 5380 veh/h for the average of experimental observations (red circle). Furthermore, the global merge ratio g that results from the lane flow distribution predicted by the model is also very close to the real one, 0.22 compared to 0.2. This result is remarkable because as mentioned in the introduction previous analytical works (26) only provide very large upper and lower bounds for the total effective capacity in a multilane context, see brackets in Fig. 5e . Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d show that the analytical model also predicts extremely well the values of the effective capacities per lane:
. The discrepancies compared to experimental values are respectively equal to -7%, -6% and +8.9%.
Finally, the blue shaded areas in Fig. 5c, Fig. 5d 
Conclusion
This paper proposes an analytical framework to estimate the capacity drop when multilane freeway merges act as active bottlenecks. This framework provides first order approximations of the mean effective capacity for all lanes. We showed that these estimations are consistent with the results obtained from a traffic simulator that fully describe vehicle interactions. More important, we demonstrated on a first experimental site that the estimations fit very well with empirical observations during heavy congestion.
The formulation of the analytical model as a system of equations may look complex but it provide instantaneous solution when implemented as a script combined with a numerical solver. There is no need to replicate a huge number of simulation runs like with traffic simulators or to analyze long-term on-field data time series to identify congestion periods. This formulation can be used to design new merges or to refine real-time traffic estimation model using updated capacity formulation for merges. More important sensitivity analyses are straightforward, which helps to clearly identify the most influential factors and to shed light on how the different local phenomenon and notably the different kinds of lane changes influence the effective capacity values per lane and in total.
Further researchers are needed to validate the model on a large set of different experimental site with different configurations (number of lanes, length of the on-ramp,…). With the inputs of (34) it would be easy to account for different truck ratios per lane and further refined the system. Finally, it is important to mention that this paper provides the first analytical connection between the local and the global merge ratio. (6) investigates such a connection from an experimental perspective focusing on the lane flow distribution. Here the macroscopic lane flow distribution is an output of the analytical model and results from an averaging process of local phenomenon. This may help to better understand traffic behavior at merges and improve control algorithms.
